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State of U.S. mobile ecosystem
Barriers and opportunities
Mobile Payments Industry Workgroup
MPIW deliberations and next steps
Q/A

Federal Reserve Perspective on
Mobile Banking and Payments
• Fed works to foster integrity and safety of nation’s
payment system
• Use of mobile phone as channel for banking and
payments interacts with other payment channels
• Fed needs to be informed and involved to
understand impact of mobile payments on the U.S.
payments system
• Fed involvement can help identify potential gaps in
regulatory oversight related to consumer security,
privacy, and education
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Mobile Payments in the U.S.
compared to other countries
• Mobile payment adoption strong in emerging
markets for P2P and remittance payments
– High unbanked population, weak banking
infrastructure, a lot of mobile phones

• U.S.
– Banks and card networks working with 3rd parties
to offer mobile P2P
– Goal to electronify remaining personal checks for
informal payments and money transfers, not to
address underbanked
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Mobile Payments in the U.S.
compared to other countries
• Developed countries more technologically advanced
and more cash intensive, not big debit card users
• U.S. has strong banking infrastructure so less demand
for mobile
– Many secure payment alternatives and bank locations,
and high debit card use
– Original focus on mobile banking - billpay, alerts, funds
transfers, balance checking, mRDC
– Some m-commerce with more retailer internet sites
and increase in smartphone adoption
– Recent interest in contactless POS mobile payments as
large commercial partnerships for mobile wallets
emerge (ISIS, Google, VISA)
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Mobile payment evolution
creates many opportunities
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& Payments
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Consumer
Demographic &
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Services
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with Value-added
Services

Financial Inclusion

But there are challenges to
mobile payment adoption
• Uncertain consumer demand
• Business model and revenue sharing evolution –
including resolution of customer ownership
• Merchants faced with POS terminal upgrade costs and
want future-proof investment strategy
• Collaboration of many stakeholders
• Low number chip-enabled phones in U.S.
• Adoption of global standards for ubiquitous
acceptance
• Unclear regulatory framework with no coordination
over regulation of mobile payments, creating gaps in
coverage and liability
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FRB Survey shows U.S. Consumer Growth
in Mobile Banking and Payments
2010

2009

Bank account adopters

94.4%

93.6%

Mobile banking adopters

11.7%

10.1%

• Used mobile banking last 12 months*

89.5%

88.0%

• Ever used m-banking to pay bill*

48.0%

--

Cell phone adopters

93.0%

89.5%

• Paid using SMS/Text

3.0%

2.3%

• Paid via contactless mobile

1.5%

1.2%

• Paid by scanning barcode

0.6%

--

Mobile payment adopters

*Among current mobile banking adopters
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FRBB Survey of Consumer Payment Choice, Nov. 2008, 2009, 2010. 2010
preliminary & unofficial statistics, subject to revision.

… and Regulatory Concerns
• Underlying payment methods from mobile transactions
covered by existing bank regulations & rules for credit,
debit & prepaid cards, and ACH
• MNOs unfamiliar with bank requirements for KYC,
BSA/AML, MSB, risk compliance, consumer protection
• Role of non-banks (e.g., MNOs ,PayPal, Google, Apple)
• Many regulatory agencies touch payments and/or wireless
transactions with little overlap
– Bank regulators oversee account management, consumer protection
– FINCEN and OFAC oversee use for cross border to prevent money
laundering

– FTC oversees non-bank fraudulent or deceptive activities
– FCC only oversees mobile carrier standards and competition
– Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) role is unclear
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Evolution of Mobile Payments
Industry Workgroup (MPIW)
• Created because of fragmentation, no communication
between key stakeholders on direction of mobile
payments in the U.S.
• Fed viewed as neutral organization able to convene
diverse representation of stakeholders in mobile
payments
• Boston and Atlanta Fed payment research groups
convened first meeting in January 2010
• Goal of first meeting to understand industry
perspectives on mobile payment developments in U.S.
and hear industry’s expectations of Federal Reserve
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MPIW represents organizations in
mobile payments value chain
Payments
Participants
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Technology
Participants

• Financial Institutions

• Major mobile carriers

• Payment networks

• Handset &chip makers

• Payment processors

• Security vendors

• Online payment

• Software solution

service providers
• Payment & merchant
trade associations

providers
• Mobile trade
associations

Objectives of the MPIW
• Establish dialogue and transparency among
participants to better understand industry roles in
the evolving U.S. mobile payments ecosystem
• Build relationships, discuss roles, and share ideas to
build consensus on mutual points of value, challenges
and opportunities in mobile payments
• Discuss possible business cases for future
collaborative activities to help build critical mass for
mobile payments
• Establish a manageable scope of action for the MPIW
going forward
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Principles of a Successful U.S.
Mobile Payments Framework
• Open mobile wallet that supports multiple
payment options
• Near Field Communications (NFC)
technology for contactless mobile payments
at point-of-sale
• Existing clearing and settlement channels
(credit, debit, ACH, prepaid and carrier
billing), supporting innovative opportunities
to create new rails
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Principles of a Successful U.S.
Mobile Payments Framework
• Dynamic data authentication for security
• U.S. standards that are globally interoperable, and
comply with industry certification process
• Regulatory clarity to avoid gaps in oversight and
consumer protections between agencies
• TSMs to oversee security and account
management functions, such as provisioning
secure elements in the handset to protect
financial data in the mobile phone
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MPIW recent activities and
next steps
• Published whitepaper on group perspectives in March
2011
– Mobile Payments in the United States: Mapping Out the
Road Ahead

• Engaging in industry dialogue via public presentations,
meetings with industry groups, individual organizations
and regulators to escalate issues
• July 2011 meeting
– Discussed structure of MPIW going forward
– Identified new project to look at end-to-end security
requirements
– In process of establishing mobile security workgroup
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Open Questions for further MPIW
and Industry discussion
•

•

•

•
•
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Mobile Wallet
•

Will contactless be the base technology for mobile payments?

•

Who owns the chips and applications or are they shared?

How to address standards development for authentication, data
protection, and network access when innovations are moving so
quickly?
Cost and Revenue
•

What is value for each party in the value chain (revenues for banks,
carriers, card issuers and acquirers, networks, etc.)?

•

Who should pay for the infrastructure?

Which models will be deployed and who will regulate this space?
Risk
•

How will new fraud and risk threats be addressed (roaming, prepaid
cards, portability across borders, credential replacement, ID protection?

•

Should EMV Chip+PIN based security be considered in the U.S.?

What is the Fed’s Role?
• Continue to facilitate dialogue between MPIW and other
stakeholders to monitor evolution of mobile payments and
address impediments
• Help establish regulatory guidelines for security and
privacy and clarify oversight responsibilities
• Participate in development of industry-wide mobile
payment standards
• Explore doing quantitative research to estimate demand
and potential value of mobile payments in the U.S.

• Analyze underserved market and use of mobile for
financial inclusion
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Thank You

?
marianne.crowe@bos.frb.org
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